SOME WERE NEIGHBOURS
CHOICE, HUMAN BEHAVIOUR & THE HOLOCAUST

How was the Holocaust possible?
Within Nazi Germany and across German-dominated
Europe, people behaved in a variety of ways, from small
acts of solidarity with victims to active rescue efforts
and from toleration of anti-jewish measures to eager
collaboration with Nazi perpetrators.
Local residents look on as Austrain Nazis force jews to scrub the pavement following the German
annexation of Austria. Vienna, March 1938.

WHO BENEFITTED? HAVING A
STAKE IN PERSECUTION
After November 1938 the Nazi regime stepped
up the seizure of Jewish assets to further
push Jews to leave Germany. Some nonJewish Germans benefitted from the forced
sale of Jewish businesses either directly, as
new owners or employees, or indirectly, from
less competition. Others took advantage and
bought Jewish belongings sold at significantly
discounted prices or at auctions organized by
the state.

WARTIME IDENTIFICATION
OF THE “ENEMY WITHIN”
Persecution of Jews escalated in Germany
following the German invasion of Polan in
1939 and the Soviet Union in 1941. One radical
Nazi wartime measure forced Jews to wear a
yellow cloth Star of David to make them readily
identifiable to police and in shops that Jews
could enter only at certain limited hours. The
stars made the wearers easy targets for Hitler
Youth and others who randomly attacked Jews
in public. Some Germans avoided eye contact
with Jews, while others expressed sympathy.

NON-GERMAN HELPERS IN THE
LIQUIDATION OF GHETTOS
After Nazi leaders decided to annihilate all
the Jews of Europe, Germans deported the
inhabitants of ghettos in occupied Poland to
the SS-run killing facilities at Chelmno, Belzec,
sobibor and Treblinka, where they were killed
primarily in gas chambers. Further east, ghetto
residents were killed in mass shootings.
Onlookers watch
as smoke rises
in the distance.
beyond the visible
buildings, from the
Warsaw ghetto.
German forces
blew up and burned
the entire ghetto in
April and May 1943.

SHOULD I TAKE THE
RISK TO HELP?
Risks for helping Jews were great. In
eastern Europe, Germans sometimes
killed those who helped jews. Organized
networks rescued the largest number of
Jews. Those whoe acted individullay were
often motivated to help when they knew
the victims as neighbours, customers,
colleagues, friends or relatives.

LEADERS - PUBLIC SERVANTS ONLOOKERS

WAR AND ANTISEMITISM IMPACT
THE WILL TO COLLABORATE
In lands far from the killing sites in occupied eastern
Europe, Nazi Germany also found many helpers in its
“war against Jews.” Government leaders of countries
allied with or occupied by Germany deployed police,
officials at all levels, transportation workers, and
others who usually “did their duty” by deferring to
their superiors. who usually “did their duty”
by deferring to their superiors. They helped
locate and register Jews, arrest and
intern them, seize their property,
put them on trains and boats,
and hand them over to
German officials for
deporation.
Some citizens
helped the
victims by
providing false
papers, warning
of arrests,
or publicly
protesting.

